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Walborg Werberck-Svädström was a very proeminant opera singer from Sweden, in the 
early 20th century, with a very important career all over Europe. In her book 
"Uncovering the Voice" she describes herself as having been a child who naturally could 
sing anything, very connected to nature, running and singing in the woods, to the plants 
and animals. She describes herself as a child as someone with an enormous sense of 
love for nature and who sang just because it was her nature, and it made her feel 
connected to nature around her. At the age of 15 she was sent to Music Conservatory to 
get "proper music training" and she would only realize what that had done to her vocal 
nature many many years later when she turned 40 years old. 
 
By that time she was having difficulties singing. She started to realize there was a big 
amount of effort that she would do in order to get through a performance. And then she 
finally realized how far away she was from those days in the woods, singing in complete 
integration with nature. She remembered that in those days her sound was natural, easy 
and connected. It was the pure expression of her soul. And that she was now very far 
away from that, that all the technique she had learned in the Conservatory simply drove 
her away from her true singing. 
 
She then decided to go back to the woods. She had decided that she would do 
everything in her power to try to get in touch with her real self by being in contact with 
nature. And there she started spending a lot of time, and was finally able to get in touch 
with her soul again. This is when she began "downloading" the information that became 
the School of Uncovering the Voice, school that she founded to teach singing out of a 
true spiritual connection and freedom of the body, the only Western technique known 
that takes into consideration spiritual matters, like in the Eastern traditions of chanting 
and mantra. 
 
Being born in Sweden and having had an European career, she never really had the 
chance to get in touch with Eastern philosophies or any of the Mistery Schools.But yet, 
the "download" of the singing method she got at the woods presents lots of 
philosophical similarities to the Eastern knowledge of mantra yoga. 
 
After making true for herself this entirely new technique, completely different from 
anything she had ever learned from the Bel canto traditional Schools of Singing at the 
European Conservatories of music, Mrs. Werberck, as she is usually referred to ,started 
teaching her spiritual method of singing to many aspiring singers, and her method has 
formed four generations of singers all over Europe,North and South America. But as it is 
something that goes completely into a new paradigm, it remains almost secretly passed 
on to still very few people. 
 



The fascinating part of it all is that after a while, Mrs Werberck realized that once this 
method was one that brought people so close to their very souls, singing could be the 
cure for physical ilnesses. And she began researching along with two doctors, in a 
hospital in Switzerland, where she worked for over thirty years.Deep research along 
with doctors and the download she would get from her profound spiritual connection 
after the experience in the woods, has turned the Uncovering the Voice not only a mere 
school of singing, but a therapeutic method for health improvement. Mrs. Werberck 
engineered a Singing Therapy method, with her thirty years of experimentation in Swiss 
hospitals.This method has had more than enough time to prove itself true: it has been 
used by therapists for over one hundred years now, and research in the field has never 
stopped. The main place in the world for Singing Therapy done by this method today is 
Germany.The Uncovering the voice method has been adopted as one of the therapeutic 
venues of Anthroposofic Medicine, as brought to the world by the spiritualist philosopher 
Rudolf Steiner. 
 
To become a Certified Singing Therapist in this method there is a four year program and 
not a lot of places in the world offer this training. in the United States there is only one 
place, in North Carolina. 
 
Here are the fundamental principles of the Uncovering the Voice Method of singing and 
singing therapy. Notice how the "download", how the information is similar to what 
sound is believed to be in Ancient Eastern traditions, and today considered as true by 
science: 
 
Principle one -  Sound is a phenomenon of nature, like electricity is. It exists in the realm 
of the inaudible until it passes through a medium and it becomes audible.Therefore, it 
resides in the Divine and it manifests itself as audible sound when it goes through the 
medium.It is not produced by the singer. it goes through the singer. it exists in itself.It is 
a divine manifestation in pure form.Therefore, the role of the singer is to be a part of the 
process of manifestation of sound, not sound production. 
 
As it is a pure manifestation of the Divine Source, it is perfect. 
 
So why is that this perfection is not manifested in every single vocal sound? Because 
when Divine sound passes through us it encounters our system as a filter.Everything we 
are, manifest, feel, believe, etcetera, will act as a filter for the sound. 
 
That brings in the next important principle: every voice is naturally perfect and it is pure 
expression of the Source.Everyone is born with full potential to express in the most 
perfect form this perfect sound from the Source.But... we are experiencing life in this 
planet and going through a lot of things which will build in aspects of personality, 
emotions and phychological structures that will deeply affect our physical, etheric and 
astral bodies.And after encarnating in this physical reality we also encounter karma.So 
the perfect Source sound, as it encounters the reality of us as a filter, will be manifested 
in the audible world as such: the result of Perfection filtered by our veiled beings. 



 
The uncovering the Voice Method works exactly this: how to unveil ourselves. Each veil 
that is pulled away makes the Sound be closer to the Primordial Sound.Each removed 
veil will allow the Sound that goes through us to manifest itself more and more closer to 
the perfection of the Primordial Sound. 
 
The method builds a close relationship with body awareness, once we get more and 
more invited to understand where are the tensions and why they came to be. 
 
The patient/singer will effectively build body-mind-emotion awareness along the process. 
 
The research done by Mrs. Werberck along with doctors in the Swiss hospitals tested 
the effect of the singing sounds of consonants and vowels and the combination of them 
in the treatment of several ilnesses. The patient is invited to tone the sounds, he/she is 
not simply receiving sound. The patient learns how to apply a self sound massage with 
the use of these combinations of sounds, body movements and breath. 
 
There are many different therapies for the treatment of several different things, but I will 
describe here a typical treatment for asthma. 
 
I have applied this singing therapy treatment in a 74 year old patient who has used 
asthma medication for over twenty years. The singing therapy exercises are done as 
soon as she begins having a crisis, and it has proven to be efficient, once when applied 
in the beggining of the crisis there is no need for the use of medication. The treatment, 
in the long term, has helped diminish the amout of overall crisis. 
 
Exercise one: Shraaa. this sound is done sticking the tongue really as far as possible 
out of the mouth.The sound is accompanied by a body movement: patient is sitting 
down and brings the upper body forward, as if to touch thighs with the chest. 
 
Exercise two: PFF. This sound is pronounced accompanied by a movement of the head 
from one side to the other, letting the air out as if trying to blow away bread crumbs from 
chest. That warms the lung from inside out. 
 
It is especially helpful if the patient has his/her feet in hot water during the process, to 
bring the energy of the body away from the upper body back redistributed in the rest of 
the body. 
 
Playing the asthma CD in the patient's chest after the crisis is contained, as the patient 
rests, has been very helpful in the process. 
 
Usually, the exercises will be enough to take the asthma crisis down. 


